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A sober second thought on the new adage "Garbage
in, garbage out."   ln these times of austerity cities have
taken many steps to curb escalating costs of operation.
Here in Edmonton, one of those cost saving measures has
been to alter the garbage pick-up schedule from once per
week to once every two weeks.  With an upcoming
wedding planned in our family my wife and  I  have been
cleaning out things that have accumulated and that we no
longer need.  The consequence of this effort was a very
heavily loaded garbage container.   Not wishing to cause
our very good garbage man back strain when he picked up
the container,  I chaiked a sign on it in large, bold letters,
HEAVY.   When I went out later to pick up the container my
message was crossed out, and underneath was the word
`STRONG'.   A  nice touch.

Our hard working  President called out luncheon
meeting to order at  12:00 noon and asked Allan  Warrack
to lead  us in Cherrio and  Rev.  Bill to ask the blessing.
Image  the response from those assembled when these
two surreptitiously changed roles (now we've heard of role
reversal as a therapy, gentlemen,  but really in a quiet,
sedate group like ours??)   ln reflection our table considered
that Rev  Bill had the better of it,  albeit AIIan was able to
get a special word in for us vis-a-vis good parking.   Thank
you,  gentlemen.

President  Allan  extended  birthday greetings to
four very  special  friends.   Ed  Edlund and  Bryce Van
Dusen are both celebrating their special day on  February
5th,  Bill Agnew will  mark his day of birth on  February 22
(as did George Washington so you are in good company,
Bill),  and  Jack  El!is, just  back from  beautiful  Mal!i  and
looking wonderfully tanned and  healthy,  will  pass one more
milestone on February 25th.   Our best wishes to each of
you.

On the matter of births,   Club members were
delighted to  learn that Janet and Roger  F!ussell's
daughter has very recently given birth to twins.   It is clear
that Roger's care with the dollar is hereditary in nature.

His daughter also insists on two for the price of one.   All joshing aside,  Janet and
Roger, every member of the Edmonton Gyros and Gyrettes extends to you and your
family sincere best wishes that these two new members of your family will live long,
happy,  healthy lives.   Good luck, too,  in a new experience in grandparenting two
babies  simultaneously.

Marty  Larson, who  is just back from the  International  Interim which was held
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in the Ponce de Leon Pesort in St. Augustine,  Florida,  reported that Len Carey of the
Calgary Gyro Club will replace Jim Parker as our International Secretary Treasurer.
We congratulate  Len on his appointment and applaud the executive for the wisdom of
their decision.  What with  lan Greig's ascendancy to the position of International
President shortly we can see that Calgary has assumed a position of dominance in yet
one more field.   Good luck to you,  Len.   Thank you for undertaking this vitally important
role.   Thanks, too, to Marty and Shirley for continuing to represent our clubs so well
at the  International level.   (By the way,  Marty and Shirley, did you find the Ponce de
Leon's elusive fountain of youth while there?   If not,  plan to come to the Valentine's
Day party -the fountain of youth is in the world of romantic love, it seems.)

Allan  Warrack announced that Cordon  Rennie's  favourite great
grandchild,  Cordon Brook, has arrived back in Canada from  his place of birth in
Germany.   Apparently the youngster (now 15 months old) has decided to make
Canada his home.   It seems that he persuaded his parents to accompany him in this
venture.    Welcome  home,  Lauren,  Bill  and  Gordon.

BUSINESS   MEEEFT|N@

President  AIlan circulated  a working document which was crafted  initially by
the Ways and Means Committee and subsequently by a combined group fro the
Executive and the Ways and Means group.   (Please refer to the attached document
titled "Gyro  Finances" for complete details.)   President AIIan spoke to the key
principles that formed the foundation for the proposed motions.   These are:

1.   The concept of creating a single account with a series of financial ledgers
that will serve to provide the club with fiscal flexibility without the complexity of
operating several separate accounts.   The three ledgers would, tentatively,  be
labelled:   operating budget,  benevolence fund,  project ledger account.

2.   In keeping with the expressed wishes of the club membership, a new budget
line item would be created titled - 7Tave/ Subst.dy for C/ub Memberst/.p .   Such
subsidies would enable more of our club members to attend and participate in  District
VllI,  Interim  and  International Conventions.

3.  A Benevolence Fund in the amount of $5000 annually would be created and
this would be off-set, in part, by the profits from our annual hockey pool profits.   These
profits would be transferred directly into this account each year.

4.   To ensure maximum flexibility in Club operation, a fund aimed at supporting
Gyro Club projects would be created.   Expenditures from this ledger would  require
Club  approval.

A useful discussion followed and several recommendations set forth.   David
Burnett suggested that the title,  Project Ledger, be changed to Project Preserve Fund
to better capture the intent of this component of our overall budget.   He also suggested
that a specific dollar value be assigned to the operating budget under the new line
item  (if approved) Travel Subsidy of Club Members.   Boyd Slavik asked for
clarification on the matter of the $5000 line item under the rubric Benevolence Fund.
President Allan responded that it was the intention of the report formulators that
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sums of $5000 be assigned to this account annually but that the members would
always retain the right to say Yea or Nay to the proposals as brought forward for
consideration.

In speaking to the working document,  Allan Warrack reminded us that some
of the current  monies had been generated by the operation of Casinos.   There is an
obligation to use these dollars for the greater good of society.   Moreover, as a point of
principle it is important for our club to continue to do public good as we see it.   Allan
spoke to his belief that it is good for any community club to be doing "something good"
for the community in which it exists.   The need to build and maintain a positive image
is important and dependent upon our capacity as well as our will to do so.   Through
such efforts we maintain respect for ourselves and for others.

Marty  Larson added clarification on the point of Casino monies.   The original
monies raised in this way were expended on community projects but we do have
some dollars that have accrued via interest payments on those dollars.   These could
be justifiably expended  under the heading  Benevolence.  On this issue, Jack EIIis
reminded us that a substantial part of the current positive balance is,  in fact, Club, and
solely Club,  monies.   As expenditures are approved these dollars should  be
considered  as important investments in building club strength, friendship and
enjoyment  into our Club environment.

As discussion drew to a close, and the possibility of a vote moved into focus as
a potential agenda item,   Roger Russell spoke to the need to respect the wishes and
rights of club members not present.   At the last meeting we had agreed to defer to
February l8th, the agenda on Gyro Club Finances.   The small turnout on February 4th
(about 20 members were present)   might reflect the feeling among members that
February 18th would be the critical meeting.   While there was a strong sense of
support for the principles set out in the working document there also   was unanimity
that we must respect the rights of all members and, consequently, any motions and
votes were postponed to the MAPCH  18TH luncheon meeting at the Mayfair Golf and
Country Club.   In the meantime, a revised document titled "Gyro Finances" will be
added to the next Gyrolog mailout.   This will give all members an opportunity to read
the principles and arrange to be present at the March 18th meeting.   Those unable to
be present can mail in their vote to President Allan.

PLEASE NOTE THAT THEPE WILL NOT BE A PEGULAB CLUB MEETING ON
FEBPUAPIY  18TH.   THE JOINT GYPIO/GYPIETTE VALENTINE's MEETING ON
FEBF`UAF]Y  12TH WILL REPLACE THIS MEETING.

David  Duchak,  in reporting on the Hockey Pool noted that he was pleased to
placate the rising sense of subterfuge by indicating that he had not won the hockey
pools this time but that he reserved the right to win again later.   (Editorial Note:
David,  Bob  Lippe and  AI  Mcclure have done,  and  are continuing to do,  a
superlative job on our Hockey Pools.   A special thanks to each of you.)   This week's
Pool winners are:
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DATE  Jan 25          TEAMS Dallas (5) at Toronto  (1)

FIPIST PEPIOD      AI Mcclure
($ 10.00) Gregg Watson

SECOND PEBIOD Yvette Stroppa
($15.00)  Don E3irmingham

FINAL SCOPE        Denis skolney
($25.00)  Courtney Jackson

DATE Fob.1  TEAMS            Ottawa  (2)  at Toronto (1)

Haig Lewis
Dick and Marge Ogilvie

Haig Lewis
Dick and Mad Mange Ogilvie

Bruce Mccullough
Ty Ogilvie

AU©USFT  ©©n]F  §©ffiAMBELE/BB©

A repeat appeal from the last Gyrolog.
For the past several years Owen Cornish and his extemporaneous committee

have brilliantly operated our Golf Scramble/BBQ.   Unfortunately Owen wil  NOT be
available to run the Scramble and the following BBQ this August and the Executive
Committee is seeking an individual or a small team of club members to undertake this
task for 1997.   Are there any among us who would be willing to volunteer to do the
organizing for this special part of our social calendar?  Owen has left  a very good list
of actions that provide clear directions.   If you would like to serve the club in this
capacity,  please call  AIIan  Douglas at 436-5903).

A VALENTINE'S EVENT

I am siting here before this Cyclops eye listening to the song "I am a prisoner of
Love" in which one of the lines conveys the message ``My very life is in your keeping'.
Upon hearing this and in keeping with the messages of St Valentine's Day I wondered
what science tells us about the use of love to keep us in good health.  Time and space
do not permit me to deal with this in depth but did you know .  .  . ?  that the people at the
Menninger Foundation in Topeka,  Kansas,  have found that people who are in love,  in
the romantic sense,  have been found to have lower levels of lactic acid in their blood
making them less tired,  higher levels of endorphins making them more euphoric,   and
more effective white blood cells, giving them a better chance against infections - love
really increases our immunological capabilities -"my very life js in your keeping".   We
hope that you will join other Gyros and Gyrettes in sharing Valentine's Day on
February  12th at the  Mayfair Gold and Country Club.   Call Allan  Douglas (436-5903)
or Gerry Glassford (430-7108) if you wish to come and if we have not already
contacted you.

`              ©©MIN@   E=WENCFT§

Feb.12th Valentine's Party - a special Gyrette and Gyro



March 3rd

March  18th

March  14th to  16th

April  lst

May 3rd

June 5th

July  15-20th

August 7-loth

Luncheon at the Mayfair Golf and Country
Club.   Call Gerry Glassford (430-7108) or
AIlan  Douglas (436-5903) for information.
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Mark your calendars,  Bocci lovers.   Contact person is
Jack  EIlis (435-2349)

Business Meeting - Mayfair Golf and Country Club
Meeting time:  12:00 noon.   See enclosed material on
Gyro Finances for background information.

District Vlll  Interim  Meeting at Fairmont.

Election of Officers - Kelly's Saloon
Cocktails at 6:00PM; Dinner at 7:00PM; elections to
follow.   Cost to be announced.   For more information
please call  Mike Matei  (458-9211).    This is a critical
meeting for all of us so please plan to attend.

Quad club Installation (tentative date)

Golf and BBQ at the Pled Deer Golf Club

International and  District  I  Convention -  Holiday Inn
Lakeside, Cleveland, Ohio (see Gyroscope for more
detailed  information).

District V[II Convention,  Nelson,  B.C.

EFTfflE=  M©ffiE  FTffllN©§  ©fflAN©E  FTfflE  M©ffiE  EFTfflEV  §EFTAV  FTfflE  SAME

Dan  Lawion found in one of those special places where we all keep some of
our memoribilia this clipping taken from a Canadian  newspaper back in  1963.   In
reading it,  Dan reminded us that a few of the specifics might be different but the
generalities certainly portray a similarity to media messages today.   The lyrics can be
sung to the tune "This Land is Your Land"

Which flag is your flag
Which flag is my flag
ln the House of Commons
Oh how their feet drag  -
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The flags are wavin'
Which flag was meant for you and me?

ln Ottawa, Mike Pearson
Decides held be brave
He'd see that Canada received
A brand new f lag to wave -
He went before the Legion,
Their favor to implore
He spoke his mind,  now their inclined
To start another war.

La Belle  Provence keeps telling us
They're liable to secede
Cuz they won't back the Union Jack
A new flag's what we need -
They'd like to see the "fleur de lis"
A-wavin' o'er us all
While Ottawa will disappear
Beplaced by Montreal

The PTA, the bowling leagues
The  bridge clubs all opine
They all  give vent to sentiment
And want their own design -
Canadians are all confused
Amid the world's big powers
Where flags are flown, we stand alone
And say "Which one is ours?"

Thank you for sharing this look into our past and a clear look into our future,  Dan.   We
are certain that it will stir some memories.

RETREAD's   PHILOSOPHY   MADE   EASY

"Some people are good losers.   Others can't act"   (Mike Matei
"A lot of us don't know what to think until we hear sdomeone else say it."   (Bob Lippe)
"There's a new diet that is all the rage.   You can eat all you want of everthing you don't

like."   (Poger Pussell)``
"A child is one who stands halfway between an adult and a TV set."   (Ed Edlund)
"People with open minds have to be careful these days.  There are a lot of others

around  intent on throwing  rubbish  into them."   (Ernie Seigel)

A'
FFIAIERNITY

OF
FF?lENDSHIP
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GYR0 FINANCES

On January 28,  1997  Allan Douglas,  Gerry Glass ford (members  of the  executive),  John
Stroppa (Treasurer),  and Ed Edlund (member of the Ways and Means and Benevolence
Committee)  met  to  discuss  the  financial  situation  of the  Edmonton  Gyro  Club.  As  a
result, it is recommended that the membership approve the following approach.

1.  The  Gyro  Club  of Edmonton  will  have  one  account  that  is  comprised  of separate
ledgers that are not limited to, but include:

•   the operational budget,
•   the benevolence fund, and
•   the project reserve fund.

2.  The  operational  budget  currently  has  revenues  from  membership  fees,  and  covers
expenses  related  to  the  ongoing  operations  of the  Club.  This  includes  provision  to
cover some traveling expenses of the President and the First Vice-President to attend
the  District VIII and htemational  Conventions.  It is recommended that an additional
line  item  be  added to  include  cz s'wbs'z.c7);/or c/I/a  members  attending the  District VIII
and   International   Conventions.   In   recent  years   this   subsidy  has   come   from  the
Convention  account.  If this  recommendation  is  accepted  by the  membership,  it  may
mean that there is inadequate revenue from membership fees to cover the total cost of
travel  subsidy  (depending  upon  the  location  of the  conventions  and  the  number  of
members   attending).   It  is  proposed  that  the  Treasurer  budget  for  the  anticipated
expenses each year, and if the projected revenue from membership fees is inadequate,
request a transfer of the shortfall from the project reserve fund.

Moved:  That  the  armual  operating  budget  be  amended  by  adding  an  item  to
subsidize members travel to District VIH and htemational Conventions
with the understanding that if there is a shortfall a request for a transfer
from the project reserve fund will be included in the budget put to the
membership for approval.

3.  The Benevolent Fund has been set at $5,000 for a number of years but this money has
not always been expended. The Benevolent Fund is accumulated from the proceeds of
the  hockey  pool,   which  has   a  profit  of  approximately  $2,000  per  annum.   It   is
recommended that the  proceeds  of the  hockey pool  in the  future  be  allocated to  the
Benevolent Fund.  It is  also recommended that the Benevolent Fund be established at
$5,000  per  armum,  recognizing  that  this  will  require  a  transfer  of  approximately
$3,000 per year from the project reserve fund.  It is also recommended that each year
the Executive be expected to seek benevolent projects or activities that are meaningful
to the membership of Gyro and will make the Edmonton Gyro Club more visible in the
community.
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Moved:  That  the  profits  from  the  hockey  pool  be  dedicated  to  the  Benevolent
Fund each year,

That the Benevolent Fund be established at $5,000 each year, recognizing
that this will require a yearly transfer from the project reserve fund, and

That the Executive be expected to recommend to the membership, projects
or activities to spend the Benevolent Fund each year.

4.  All  funds  not  required  for  the  operational  budget  or  the  Benevolent  Fund  will  be
placed in the project reserve fund and invested in a manner that supports the projected
expenditure  of the  Club.  It  is  recommended that the project reserve  fund be  used to
supplement  the  operational  budget  and  the  Benevolent  Fund  as  determined  by  the
membership.  Funds  from  the  project  reserve  fund  could  also  be  used  for  one  time
activities to promote the name of the Edmonton Gyro Club in the community with the
approval of the membership.

Moved:  That  funds  not  required  for the  operational  budget  and the  Benevolent
Fund be allocated to the project reserve fund,

That  funds  from the project reserve  fund  be  accessible  to the  Executive
and   the   membership   to   supplement   the   operational   budget   and   the
Benevolent fund as required and approved,

That  funds  from  the  project  reserve  fund  be  accessible  to  the  Executive
and  the  membership  for  special  projects  or  activities  approved  by  the
membership, and

That    neither    the    Executive    nor    the    membership    make    financial
commitments to ongoing projects or activities that will be binding on the
Club in future fiscal years.


